
MARITIME (SHORT DESCRIPTION OF OFFENCES) REGULATION 1987 -
SCHEDULE 1

Marine (Boating Safety Alcohol and Drugs) Act 1991

Section 6 (1) operate vessel on any waters while under the influence of
alcohol operate vessel under influence of alcohol

Section 6 (1) operate vessel on any waters while under the influence of drugs
operate vessel under influence of drugs

Section 7 (1) operate vessel on any waters with prescribed concentration of
alcohol in blood operate vessel with pca

Maritime Services Act 1935

Section 13SA personal watercraft or other vessel exceed by not more than 10
knots the speed limit specified by notification published in the Gazette
PWC/non-PWC vessel exceed specified speed by not more than 10 knots

Section 13SA personal watercraft or other vessel exceed by more than 10 knots
the speed limit specified by notification published in the Gazette PWC/non-PWC
vessel exceed specified speed by more than 10 knots

Boating (Safety Equipment) Regulation N.S.W.

Clause 12A (1) driver or passenger of personal watercraft not wear PFD 1, PFD
2 or PFD 3 in enclosed waters driver/passenger PWC enclosed waters not wear
PFD 1, 2 or 3

Clause 12A (2) driver or passenger of personal watercraft not wear PFD 1 or
PFD 2 in open waters driver/passenger PWC open waters not wear PFD 1 or 2

Regulation 54 being the master of a vessel by or from which a siren, whistle,
hooter, fog horn or bell is sounded other than for the purposes of navigation
sound siren etc for purposes other than navigation

Regulation 59 (1) being the owner of a vessel used on navigable waters when a
notice under Regulation 55 is in force use vessel in contravention of noise
notice

Regulation 113 being the holder of a licence under Division 6 of the
Regulations, fail to paint on the licensed craft the identifying number set
out in the licence fail to paint number on licensed port craft

Regulation 115 being the owner of a licensed craft carrying a greater number



of persons than the number displayed in the statement required to be painted
on the craft own licensed craft carrying greater number of persons than number
in statement

Regulation 115 being the master of a licensed craft carrying a greater number
of persons than the number displayed in the statement required to be painted
on the craft master of licensed craft carrying greater number of persons than
number in statement

Water Traffic Regulations N.S.W.

Regulation 3 navigate a vessel on any navigable waters recklessly navigate
recklessly

Regulation 3 navigate a vessel on any navigable waters negligently navigate
negligently

Regulation 3 navigate a vessel on any navigable waters at speed likely to
cause damage or injury navigate at speed likely to cause damage or injury

Regulation 3 navigate a vessel on any navigable waters at speed likely to
cause annoyance or nuisance navigate at speed likely to cause annoyance or
nuisance

Regulation 3 navigate a vessel in a way that is dangerous navigate dangerously

Regulation 5 whilst using vessel on navigable waters, cause annoyance to any
person cause annoyance to person

Regulation 5 whilst using vessel on navigable waters, cause nuisance to any
person cause nuisance to person

Regulation 5 whilst using vessel on navigable waters, cause danger to any
person cause danger to person

Regulation 5 whilst using vessel on navigable waters, cause danger to any
property cause danger to property

Regulation 6 (1) navigate on navigable waters a vessel (being a personal [<<]water[>>]
[<<]craft[>>]) towing more than 3 water skiers or aquaplaners at the same time without
the permission of the Minister PWC tow more than 3 water skiers/aquaplaners

Regulation 6 (2) (a) navigate on navigable waters a vessel (being a personal
[<<]water craft[>>]) towing a water skier or aquaplaner before sunrise PWC tow water
skier/aquaplaner before sunrise



Regulation 6 (2) (a) navigate on navigable waters a vessel (not being a
personal watercraft) towing a water skier or aquaplaner before sunrise non-PWC
vessel tow water skier/aquaplaner before sunrise

Regulation 6 (2) (b) navigate on navigable waters a vessel (being a personal
[<<]water craft[>>]) towing a water skier or aquaplaner after sunset without licence
or permission PWC tow water skier/aquaplaner after sunset

Regulation 6 (2) (b) navigate on navigable waters a vessel (not being a
personal [<<]water craft[>>]) towing a water skier or aquaplaner after sunset without
licence or permission non-PWC vessel tow water skier/aquaplaner after sunset

Regulation 6 (2) (c) navigate on navigable waters a vessel (being a personal
[<<]water craft[>>]) towing a water skier or aquaplaner without an observer PWC tow
water skier/aquaplaner without observer

Regulation 6 (3) (a) (i) navigate personal watercraft towing a water skier or
aquaplaner so that personal watercraft or person being towed is in designated
surf zone or swimming area towing PWC in surf zone/swimming area/water
skier/aquaplaner towed by PWC in surf zone/swimming area

Regulation 6 (3) (a) (ii) navigate personal watercraft towing a water skier or
aquaplaner so that personal watercraft or person being towed passes within 60
metres of such of the boundaries of designated surf zone or swimming area as
run perpendicular to the shore towing PWC water skier/aquaplaner near boundary
surf zone/swimming area/water skier/aquaplaner towed by PWC near boundary surf
zone/swimming area

Regulation 6 (3) (b) navigate vessel towing a water skier or aquaplaner so
that vessel or person being towed passes within 60 metres of person in the
water towing vessel near person in water/water skier/aquaplaner towed by
vessel near person in water

Regulation 6 (4) navigate vessel (not being a personal watercraft) towing a
water skier or aquaplaner so that vessel or person being towed passes within
30m from other vessel not engaged in water skiing or aquaplaning activities
towing non-PWC vessel/water skier/aquaplaner towed near vessel

Regulation 6 (4) navigate vessel (not being a personal watercraft) towing a
water skier or aquaplaner so that vessel or person being towed passes within
30m from pile or structure or river bank, shore, jetty, landing stage, pontoon
or pump inlet towing non-PWC vessel near pile/structure/bank/shore/
jetty/landing stage/pontoon/ pump inlet/water skier/ aquaplaner towed near
pile/structure/bank/shore/ jetty/landing stage/pontoon/ pump inlet

Regulation 6 (4A) (a) navigate personal watercraft towing a water skier or



aquaplaner so that personal watercraft or person being towed passes within 60
metres of a vessel of 4 metres or less, or a canoe or kayak, that does not
have means of mechanical propulsion, or a rowing shell towing PWC near small
vessel/canoe/kayak/rowing shell/water skier/aquaplaner towed by PWC near small
vessel/canoe/kayak/rowing shell

Regulation 6 (4A) (b) navigate personal watercraft towing a water skier or
aquaplaner so that personal watercraft or person being towed passes within 30
metres of other vessel not engaged in water skiing or aquaplaning activities
or from pile or structure or river bank, shore, jetty, landing stage, pontoon
or pump inlet towing PWC near vessel/pile/structure/bank/ shore/jetty/landing
stage/ pontoon/pump inlet/water skier/aquaplaner towed near
vessel/pile/structure/bank/ shore/jetty/landing stage/ pontoon/pump inlet

Regulation 8 conduct a race for vessels on navigable waters otherwise than in
accordance with an aquatic licence conduct race otherwise than in accordance
with aquatic licence

Regulation 8 conduct an operation or activity that involves the use of a
vessel on navigable waters and restricts the availability of that water for
normal use by the public otherwise than in accordance with an aquatic licence
conduct operation or activity that restricts public use of waters otherwise
than in accordance with aquatic licence

Regulation 8 organise an operation or activity that involves the use of a
vessel on navigable waters and restricts the availability of that water for
normal use by the public otherwise than in accordance with an aquatic licence
organise operation or activity that restricts public use of waters otherwise
than in accordance with aquatic licence

Regulation 11 (13) (c) being the owner of a registered vessel not having its
distinguishing number painted on it own vessel not displaying registered
number

Regulation 15 (3) navigate a vessel on navigable waters at a speed of or
exceeding 10 knots within 30 m from vessel navigate vessel at speed within 30
m from vessel

Regulation 15 (3) navigate a vessel on navigable waters at a speed of or
exceeding 10 knots within 30 m from structure navigate vessel at speed within
30 m from structure

Regulation 15 (4) (a) navigate personal watercraft at a speed of or exceeding
10 knots within 60 metres of a vessel of 4 metres or less, or a canoe or
kayak, that does not have means of mechanical propulsion, or a rowing shell
fast PWC near small vessel/canoe/kayak/rowing shell



Regulation 15 (4) (b) navigate personal watercraft at a speed of or exceeding
10 knots within 30 metres of vessel other than vessel referred to in
regulation 15 (4) (a) or of pile or structure or river bank, shore, jetty,
landing stage, pontoon or pump inlet fast PWC near vessel/pile/structure/bank/
shore/jetty/landing stage/ pontoon/pump inlet

Regulation 15AA (a) drive personal watercraft on navigable waters in a
designated surf zone or swimming area drive PWC in surf zone/swimming area

Regulation 15AA (1) (b) drive personal watercraft on navigable waters within
60 metres of boundary of designated surf zone or swimming area drive PWC near
surf zone/swimming area

Regulation 15A (3) drive a personal [<<]water craft[>>] in contravention of the
requirements of the behaviour sticker drive [<<]water craft[>>] in contravention of
behaviour sticker

Regulation 15F (a) holder of young adult general licence or young adult
personal watercraft licence drive vessel on navigable waters in race, display,
regatta, exhibition or similar event without the Minister's consent young
PWC/general licensee drive in race/display/ regatta/exhibition/event

Regulation 15F (b) holder of young adult general licence or young adult
personal watercraft licence drive vessel towing water skier on navigable
waters young PWC/general licensee tow water skier

Regulation 15F (c) holder of young adult general licence or young adult
personal watercraft licence drive vessel at speed of more than 20 knots on
navigable waters young PWC/general licensee drive vessel very fast

Regulation 15K (2) drive vessel on navigable waters in contravention of
condition of licence drive vessel contrary to condition of licence

Noise from Vessels Reg.
Reg 5 - Offensive Noise from vessels.


